SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE. LIABILITY AND VENDOR ACCESS.
These are just a few of the reasons why vendor credentialing is such an essential component of the compliance program for your facility. It can be a real resource hog—budget-draining and time-consuming to implement.

That's where VCS comes in. We alleviate those burdens and help healthcare facilities (like yours) safeguard their patients.

WHY CHOOSE VENDOR CREDENTIALING FROM VCS?
We provide the easiest and most efficient way to manage your credentialing needs—now with custom credentialing. VCS is a free, web-based solution with powerful features that include easy-to-read dashboards, robust reporting capabilities, and Global Site Administration for multi-facility management.

CHECK OUT THESE BUDGET AND TIME SAVING FEATURES:
- **Custom Credentialing**—Only available from VCS. Hospitals can customize and design levels of credentialing to determine who belongs to each level, and what's required when they get there.
- **Global Site Administration**—Easily manage multiple facilities with variable levels of privilege, based on user profiles. Plus, customize and define the rules for access, segmented by user and facility.
- **Dashboards**—Get-at-a-glance, comprehensive visibility of critical data and rep compliance across credential and policy requirements.
- **Analytics & Reports**—Create and run reports and export them quickly for additional data manipulation, and for embedding into management reports.
- **Admin Tools**—Add new vendors, communicate with your vendor base, enable or deny access, and keep a log of significant events.
- **How-To Tours**—Never get stumped. Online videos help you get the most out of your customized credentialing solution.
- **Easy to implement**—Our solution is web-based. No hardware or software to buy. You can be up and running as quickly as you want to be.

VCS is routinely selected when compared side-by-side to other third-party credentialing providers.
EXTEND THE CAPABILITY OF YOUR VENDOR CREDENTIALING

DART (Direct Appointment Request Tool)
An advanced appointment-scheduling tool that allows representatives to “request” appointments from your staff via email. If you can check email, you’re ready to use this feature! DART takes the place of an on-site, full time appointment scheduler. It ties into your access points and kiosk, and will verify appointments when a representative checks in.

LobbySuite
See who’s on your site and where, with our advanced visitor-management solution. In-depth reporting features allow you to monitor personnel entering or leaving your hospital and off-site locations, giving you greater control over access to your Emergency Department, Maternity Services, and other high-profile areas.

About VCS
In a nutshell—VCS provides simplicity, flexibility, and service. We pride ourselves on our ability to make credentialing and compliance as effortless as possible for you and your facility staff.

Join the VCS Community
Visit VCSdatabase.com and click “Sign up”

(866) 373.9725
support@vcsdatabase.com

“VCS allows us to control access to our patients and staff—raising the visibility of our patients’ safety.”
—Chip Geiger, Purchasing Manager, Rockford Health System

VCS is the leader in vendor credentialing because we—

- Manage an in-house team of research experts, who perform regular exclusion screenings and background checks.
- Do not accept attestation letters—ever.
- Utilize every available state and federal exclusion list.
- Back our exclusion screening solution with a $50,000 guarantee.
- Review and verify each document, and provide compliance oversight.
- Maintain an extensive library of free and paid vendor training courses.
- Never stop at just the rep—all vendor rep companies are also screened and credentialed.